
Subject: Arts Ed.       Unit: Drama/ Reader’s Theatre 
 
Outcome: CP 3.3- Sustain roles in dramatic situations and accept/ respond to others in role, using the 
environment as inspiration 
 
Materials: open space to work in, a chair, emotions chart or flashcards, handouts of rules for students  
 
Resources: Ms. Nikkiforuk’s University Class, Beat by Beat Press http://www.bbbpress.com/2013/01/bippity-
bippity-bop/, Emotions Chart or Flash cards 
 
Assessment: formative assessment- observing the students and what their dramatic weaknesses are; facial 
expressions, body language, voice expression, body actions  
 
Lesson Plan:  
 
-Review facial expressions; hold up mood cards and see if students can display those same faces  
-review body language; hold up the mood cards and see if students can display the correct body postures  
 -do the two together  
-why are facial expressions and body language so important to acting?  
-how do they make the movies/ shows more interesting when we watch them? 
-we are going to play some drama warm up games today to help us get our imaginations going and thinking 
fast so we can eventually do improv and reader’s theatre 
 -improv is when you are given a scene and then you and a couple other people have to get in character 
and work together to make a show, this is done off the top of your heads with no practice beforehand 
 -readers theatre is like a play where you have little to know props and you can hold your script 
 -these are our end goals we are working towards being able to perform 
-play bippity bippity bop; (modification for a student) go over the rules exactly, handing them to every other 
student to read along with you  
 -play a few round so students can get the hang of it  
-play a game of “Are You A…” one student will begin acting out a job in the centre, the next person in line has 
to try to figure out what the person is acting out, once they know they have to ask “Are you a, and then say 
their guess”, students will get no more than 3 guesses (modification for student) go over the rules exactly, 
handing them out to every other student to read along with you  
 -the purpose of this activity is to act our your occupation really well so the next player can move on 
 -the person in the middle acting cannot speak or make noises 
 -the class is working together to have a low time  
-discuss what was easy or tricky about these games, what was important to help ensure the player could guess 
what we were?  
-if there is time at the end play the Zombie Name Game 
 -explain and hand out the rules as with games prior  
  



Bippity Bippity Bop http://www.bbbpress.com/2013/01/bippity-bippity-bop/ 
 
Type:  Warm-up. 
 
Purpose: 
–  To be attentive and work on quick decision making. 
–  Learn how to react quickly to an action. 
–  To work on focus. 
–  To raise comfortability of a group. 
–  To get some energy out and HAVE FUN! 

Materials: 
A big enough space for the entire class to stand in a circle comfortably. 
 
Procedure:  
1.  The entire class stands in a circle and the teacher stands in the middle of the circle. 

2.  LEVEL 1: The teacher points at someone in the circle and says “bippity bippity bop” as fast as she 
can. The person being pointed at must say “bop” before she gets to the end of her phrase. If the 
teacher points to a student and only says “bop”, then the student must stay quiet. The goal of the 
teacher is it get the students to not say “bop” fast enough in the first case scenario, and to say “bop” 
in the second. 

3.  LEVEL 2: After this level is well understood by the whole group, it is time to add another 
dimension. If the teacher points to a student and says “haunted house”, the student must crouch 
down and in a ghoulish voice say “Come in! Come in!”. The two students to his left and right must use 
both their arms to make the roof of a house over the crouched student. 

4.  LEVEL 3: If the teacher points to a student and says “Hawaii”, the student being pointed at would 
have todo the hula while the students on the left and right would put their arms up like palm trees. 

5.  LAYER 4: If the teacher points to a student and says “Godzilla” than the student must stomp in 
place and roar as if he was Godzilla while the student on the left and right must cower and scream. 

6.  If you have time, you can add more in. (check the comments below for other great ideas!) 

7.  Finally, once the class gets the hang of it, you can add an “elimination mode”: if a student messes 
up, he/she must sit down. Go until you have a winner 

  



Zombie Name Game http://www.bbbpress.com/2015/05/drama-game-zombie-name-game/  
 
Type: Warm-Up 
 
Purpose: A fun variation on the standard name game. Great to use in the beginning sessions to help 
the kids (and the teacher!) learn everyone’s names. 
 
Procedure: 
1. Have the class stand in a circle. 

2. Go around the circle having each kid loudly say his/her name as a zombie. 
(“Saaaarrraaaaahhhhh!”) 

3. Then choose one student to be the “zombie”. The “zombie” walks in the middle of the circle 
zombie-style; arms stretched in front, head to the side. 

4. Call a student’s name. The zombie heads toward that student. 

5. The student must try to call another student’s name before the zombie reaches him/her. 

6. If the zombie is able to tag the student before he/she can call a new name, that person becomes 
the zombie. 

 

  



“Are You A…” 
 
Purpose: Students must think quickly and act using their best body language, facial expressions, and 
actions to demonstrate a career their peers can guess to beat the time. Teaches drama students to 
think quickly, adjust to situations and perform at their best.  
 
Procedure:  
 

1. Students stand in circle, with a chair in the centre  
2. The teacher begins in the centre  
3. Everyone is quiet, even the actor in the middle 
4. The actor in the middle has to act out a job  
5. The next person in line (or the person going second, as picked by the teacher) is the only 

person guessing what the teacher is acting out.  
6. Once the next person in line has a guess they say “are you a _______” and fill in a blank with 

their guess 
7. The guesser has three chances to guess the actors job, after the third try if they are still not 

right the guesser goes to the back of the line and the next person in line guesses.  
8. If the guess is right the actor goes to the end of the line and the next person in line steps in  
9. The chair does not have to be used, but is the only prop that can be used  

  
 


